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A list of favorite books from the Small Steps Team



I read this book at a time I was trying to do way too much. I had no

clarity, I thought that having a finger in each pie was the only way to live

or make progress.

 

Turns out I was waaaaay wrong! This book is about streamlining. It helps

you stop focusing on the trivial many and make way for the essential

few.

 

Save your energy for what matters and create a life by design, not

default. This books makes THAT easy.

Essentialism - Greg McKeown

Wholefoods from the Ground Up - Jude Blereau

lisa
Small steps ceo

I’m going to be honest and say it’s been a reeeealllly long time since I

opened a cookbook. I tend to throw things together or cook up my

favourite recipes that you can find in the Membership - I mean - hello -

Katherine keeps us inspired month after month! 

 

But it’s no secret that Jude is my wholefoods hero. And her book

Wholefoods from the Ground Up is one of my faves. I go to it when I

need to reconnect with the importance of Wholefoods or try a new

ingredient or create a meal that packs a powerful nutritional punch.

 

I feel like a lot of what I’d like to teach my children about food can be

found in these pages and I’m thinking of starting a holiday tradition of

getting them into the tradition to experiment with something new. Jude

is the best teacher of food I have ever come across.



It took me a while to decide which book to recommend - I’ve been a lifelong

reader and there have been many many books that have impacted me over

the years. But I settled on this one to mention here for you. Partly also

because of the story behind it. 

I was originally given a copy of this book as a teenager by someone that was

trying to help me through a tough time. I flicked through it and gave it back -

it seemed like a load of craziness to me! 7 years later I was very ill, and again

this book was given to me, but I was ready to receive and embrace it this

time. Funny how the universe will bring us what we need, but we don’t always

see it at the time. And it may not appear in the way we think.

This book is a wonderful guide to begin loving yourself, understanding the

impact your thoughts have on not only your health but your entire life. To

really tune in to your body. It set up a lot of foundations for me, and I refer

back to it any time that something pops up around my health.

You Can Heal Your Life - Louise Hay

One Handed Cooks - Allie Gaunt and Jessica Beaton

Mel
Small steps business manager

My absolute favorite recipe book that has survived many culls and house

moves is The Country Table, by The Australian Women’s Weekly. Such

beautiful photos throughout, and recipes reminiscent of what my

grandparents would have cooked. Flour, eggs, butter, milk - simple whole

foods, fresh from the farm / veggie patch. It unfortunately does not seem to

be available to purchase any more however.

I don’t tend to buy any more recipe books these days, as I have a great

foundation of staples on rotation. But I did recently purchase the One

Handed Cooks book. With a little one having just turned 1 (!!) I’m loving the

simple recipe idea’s that are easy to put together for her as she explores more

foods.



Katherine
Chief Small Steps Foodie

Gretchen Rubin's books 

-> The Happiness Project

-> Happier at Home

-> Better Than Before.

As a practical, step-by-step list-maker myself, I love her approach to

making improvements to your life. And I especially love her number

one personal commandment, to "Be Gretchen"; don't try to copy

other people or do things that aren't right for you  -- just do you. But

make it the best "you" you can be!

Save With Jamie - Jamie Oliver

Although his 30- and 15-Minute Meals are great, my favourite is Save

With Jamie which is packed with great budget recipes and tips. And I

love the healthy veggie-packed recipes in his Everyday Super Food

book too.



Karoline
Business Coordinator

All The Light We Cannot See - Anthony Doerr

I mostly read self development books but when I thought about my

favourite book, I couldn’t go past this one. It is set amongst World

War II and beautifully intertwines the lives of a blind French girl and

an impoverished German boy. That sounds like heavy going but it is

actually delightful. I read the perfect description somewhere: “it

illuminates the way, against all odds, people try to be good to one

another.”

Jamie Oliver’s 30 Minute Meals

Anytime I have cooked anything from this book it has been crazy

delicious, taken closer to an hour and left my kitchen looking like a

bomb exploded. Every. Single. Utensil. Dirty. What I love about it is

the memories of my husband and I cooking together every Friday

night, pre-kids. And how I feel like I’m capable of launching

something into space when it’s a success.



karen
Small Steps cheerleader

The Nude Nutritionist - Lyndi Cohen

The first half of this book addresses your relationship with food and

your body and gives real life examples to where when these are not

aligned, what impact it can have on your mind and body.  The second

half has some delicious, simple, wholefood recipe with common

ingredients.  I really love Lyndi's approach to food and your body and

what a difference improving the relationship between the two can

make to how you feel about yourself.



victoria
community support

The Laws of Spirit by Dan Millman

A small book that packs a powerful message - you won’t want to put

this one down!

Dan meets a mysterious sage while walking in the woods and his life

transforms as she teaches him simple, yet profound, truths for a

happy life

Jerusalem by Yotam Ottolenghi

One word - delicious! I’ve never experienced such an engaging

cookbook and one where I loved just about every recipe is shared 


